
 
 

  

REGULATIONS  
Championship of Art-Images “FANTASY STYLE"  

 

1. CONCEPT 
Championship «FANTASY STYLE» is held annually at the International Festival "Crystal Angel".  

The objectives of the championship: the development of high fashion in hairdressing, makeup and nail 

design, to popularize a designer hair and makeup, designer style and makeup, nail designer, fashion designer, 

stylist and make-up stylist, upgrading  skills and design skills. 

 Championship organizers strive to make the event entertaining and interesting for professionals in the field 

of beauty and design, and the general public. 

 

1. THE LIST CONTESTS OF THE CHAMPIONSHIP “FANTASY STYLE”/ 
 (22 April 2016.) 

 (In 2017 all contests of the Championship have a common theme - "Fairy phantasmagoria") 

 Contest Work on stage Jury Defile 
Evening defile, 

awards ceremony 

1 FANTASY HAIRSTYLE  10:00-10:30 10:30-10:50 10:50-11:00 

18:00 – 20:00 

  (in programm 

«Grand-

Final») 

2 FANTASY MAKE-UP 
11:00-12:00 12:00-12:20 12:20-12:30 

3 NAIL-DESIGN 

4 AFRO-PLAITS AND BRAIDING - 

12:30-12:50 12:50-13:00 5 BODY-ART - 

6 
NEW! 

ART-COSTUME in the category FANTASY - 

 

3. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRIES CHAMPIONSHIP. 

3.1. Participant can take part in one of the contests of the Championship or in several competitions, 

out-of-time. 

3.2. Participants perform competitive work according to the given topic relevant competition. 

Deviation from the topic of the contest is not allowed. Makeup, hair, clothes, accessories to the model 

should be a single and complete image that matches the theme of the relevant competition. 

3.3. Participants use their own materials and products, instruments and tools for the job. Allows all 

kinds of tools, devices and materials. 

3.4. Participant's competitive work - is its author's work. Plagiarism and the use of someone else's work 

is unacceptable. 

3.5. For participants engaged in several competitions Championship competition shall be performed on 

different models. 

3.6. During competition time model should be covered by cape. The model can help the participant 

only holding accessories. 

3.7. Required accessories, hairpieces, jewelry and accessories that complement the image participant 

should be prepared in advance and lie separately on the dressing table; the experts of the judges had the 

opportunity to become acquainted with them during the competition. 

3.8. For non-compliance of the competition jury assigns penalty points. 

 

 

 



4. PARTICIPANTS CHAMPIONSHIP COMPETITIONS. 

4.1. Participate in the Championship can professionals from different world countries, masters of 

beauty salons and the best students of specialized educational institutions. Participants' age, years of 

experience and specialization of participants are unlimited. 

4.2. Organizing Committee has the right to refuse registration of participant for objective reasons. The 

Organizing Committee must inform the Participant in the case of refusing and explain the reasons. 

4.3. Each participant must: 

•  Apply the form for participation in the Festival Organizing Committee before 01 April 2017 

•   Pay the registration fee for each contest championship. 

• Take the mandatory registration on the day of the Championship on the stand "Organizing 

Committee". Time of registration for the participants for each contest is in the regulations 

Championship. 

•  Being with a model behind the scenes of the main stage of the Festival for 15 minutes before to the 

contest, in which he takes part 

4.4. If necessary, the Organizing Committee may provide the participant model. Model’s work is paid 

by the Participant. 

4.5. Participant agrees that the Organizing Committee publishes the results of the competition in the 

media without author’s agreement and without payment of remuneration, but, if possible, with the 

name of the author. 

 

5. PROSPECTS CHAMPIONSHIP PARTICIPANTS. REWARDING. 

5.1. The award ceremony takes place on the stage during the evening show-program on the same day, 

together with catwalk models, that represent the contest works. Spectators have the opportunity to see 

the work of all participants, the winners and those who created them. 

5.2. Each competitor will receive the official Diploma of the Championship  

5.3. The Prize-winners (first, second and third place for each contest separately) will be awarded the 

Winner-Diploma, Trophy-Cup and prizes. *If in the contest was attended by over 20 participants, the 

number of prizes is increased. 

5.3. May establish additional prizes, awarded diploma and cups: "The best embodiment idea", "Award 

for creating an image" or "Prize for the original idea," as well as additional prizes from partners of the 

Festival.  

6. JURY 

6.1. The International Jury and the Observers shall be appointed by the Organizing Committee 

of the Festival. The jury consists of competent highly qualified specialists in beauty, fashion, design 

and art sphere, top-stylists, champions, world-class masters, the trend-stylists, leading teachers, famous 

designers and artists, heads of delegations and teams, leadership of the World Confederation of 

hairdressers CMC. 

6.2. The jury will evaluate every job according to the following system: a minimum score - 16, the 

maximum score - 30. 

6.3. The members of the jury can assign penalty points (maximum 5 points). 

6.4. Protocol of assessments each member of the jury delivers to the Executive Secretary of the Audit 

Commission in the hall of the competition. 

6.5. Prize-winning places only determined by mathematical calculation of points, without 

"consultation room." 

6.6. On the stage (before the start and during the competition) Observers will monitor compliance with 

the rules of the Championship. 

 

 
Contests’ conditions of the  Championship " Fantasy Style" are added to the regulations. 

 

Attention! All rules as stated in the championship contest "Fantasy Style" are an integral part of the 

regulation of the Championship "Fantasy Style"! 

 

 
 



Conditions of contests Championship «Fantasy Style»  
 

7. Сontest «FANTASY HAIRSTYLE» 
 

7.1.  Contest’s theme  “Fairy phantasmagoria” 

7.2. Competition work is making on the stage. 

7.3. Time of competition work – 30 minutes   

7.4. The competition work should have a name that 

corresponds to given theme 

7.5.  Basic requirements for competitive work. 

- Fantasy hairstyle and image as a whole should: 

- To become a work of art with artistic design; 

- Have a harmonious form and composition, 

expressive lines, design and texture, harmonious 

combination of colors, originality; 

- Demonstrate the modern technological methods, 

complexity, purity, and technique. 

7.6.   Before the beginning of the contest model goes 

on stage with flowing straight hair or pre-curled hair, 

necessarily covered by cape. 

7.7. Length of hair at the back  area – at least 20 cm.  

7.8.  Permitted: 

- disproportion, eccentricity and extravagance in the 

image 

- Arbitrary hair color (hair colored in advance) 

7.9. Allowed: 

 - Use of hair products postiger not limited in the 

number and size;  

- Use hair extensions, frameworks, pads, ribbons, 

decorations; 

 - color and glossy hairsprays may be used only 

before going the model on stage for defile in the 

evening show. 

7.10. Not allowed: 

- regrown and undyed hair roots; 

- fluffy hair on the boundary line;  

7.11. Forbidden: 

- use of wigs, masks, hats, cover the model’s hair; 

- the parting hair for zones or making tails before 

the start contest 

7.12. In assessing the jury considers the mandatory 

implementation of all for entries Championship 

requirements (p.3) and compliance with the conditions 

of competition fantasy hairstyle (p.7), paying 

particular attention to the implementation of decent 

paragraph 7.5. 

7.13. In contest fantasy hairstyle the model will have 

to defile 2 times on the main stage of the festival, 

namely the day (mini-fashion show after assessing the 

jury) and in the evening show during the awarding 

ceremony. 
  

Photos of contest’s works from past Festival 

 ”The Crystal  Angel”:  

 

 

 
 

 

 



8. Сontest AFRO-PLAITS AND BRAIDING 
8.1. Participants perform a spectacular art-hairstyle based on 
afro-plaits and braiding.  

8.2. Contest’s theme  “Fairy phantasmagoria” 

8.3. Time of work is unlimited – participants perform hair 
beforehand.  

8.4. In the hairstyle should be made afro-plaits and French 
braiding elements in the head. 

8.5. Hairstyle should have harmonious form, expressive lines, 
design, texture demonstrate modern technology methods of all 

braidings.  

8.6. Participant use any type of synthetic hair, hairpieces, frames, 
decoration, artificial flowers. 

8.7. Forbidden using of wigs, masks, hats, cover the model’s 
hair   

8.8. not permitted regrown not dyed hair roots, fluffy hair on the 
boundary line  

8.9. Permitted disparity, bright extravagant decorations. 

8.10. The choice of color depends on master’s desire but use at 
least 2 color. Eccentricity of hair coloring is allowed. 

8.11. In this contest  assessing  considers the creative and 
technical aspects of the work.  Design, colour, complexity of 

work, cleanliness and technique of braiding, harmony of image 

and the relevant to the theme. 

8.12. In contest afro-plaits and braiding the model will have to 

defile 2 times on the main stage of the festival, namely the day 
(mini-fashion show after assessing the jury) and in the evening 

show during the awarding ceremony. 

Photos of contest’s works from past Festival 

 ”The Crystal  Angel”: 

 

 
 

9. Contest  FANTASY MAKE-UP 
9.1. Contest’s theme  “Fairy phantasmagoria” 

9.2. Contest work is making   on the stage. 

9.3. Time of work – 60 minutes 

9.4. The work should have a name that corresponds to a given topic. 

9.5. Allowed:  
  - To apply  the tonal framework on face and neck, as well as 

drawing on the body before the starting; 

  - Sticking to the face of decorative elements of the auxiliary 

equipment (rhinestones, artificial eyelashes, small applications) that 

do not close the lips, eyes and other parts of the face. 

9.6 Forbidden 
 - Sticking to the face big additional elements that cover the lips, eyes 

and other parts of the face. 

 - To carry out drawing on the face and neck before the contest. 

- Make any markings, dots or lines on the face before the starting 

contest, as well as applied to the skin decorative elements (shiny 

powder, etc.) before you start. 

9.7. In assessing the jury takes into account color, picture 

composition originality, harmony, complexity of work, cleanliness 
and working technique. 

9.8.  In contest fantasy make-up  the model will have to defile 2 times 

on the main stage of the festival, namely the day (mini-fashion show 

after assessing the jury) and in the evening show during the awarding 

ceremony 

 

Photos of contest’s works from past 

Festival  ”The Crystal  Angel”: 

 

 
 

 



10. Contest  BODY-ART 
 

10.1. Contest’s theme  «Fairy phantasmagoria» 

10.2. Time of work is not limited – participants 

perform body-art beforehand.  

10.3. The work should have a name that corresponds 

to a given topic. 

10.4. Model’s age – at least 18 years. 

10.5.  Participants can use the decoration, costume 

elements, accessories, which can cover up to 30% of 

the model’s body.   

10.6. Don’t use toxic paints and materials. 

10.7. Hairstyle, hat, hairpieces are not limited if they 

are appropriate, complete image and make its an 

integral  

10.8.  Participant’s contest work- is its author’s work. 

Plagiarism and the use of someone else’s work is 

unacceptable. 

 10.9. In this contest is assessed esthetics of image, 

integrity and relevance to the theme, technique and 

complexity of the picture, color harmony, originality 

of idea. 

10.10.  In contest body-art the model will have to 

defile 2 times on the main stage of the festival, 

namely the day (mini-fashion show after assessing 

the jury) and in the evening show during the 

awarding ceremony 

 
 

Photos of contest’s works from past Festival  

”The Crystal  Angel”: 

 

 

 

11. Contest  NAIL-DESIGN 
 

11.1. Contest’s theme  “Fairy phantasmagoria” 

11.2.Time of work – 60 minutes 

11.3. Contest work is making   on the stage. 

11.4. Allowed:  
       - To prepare nails for nail art (disinfect model hands, 

give nails shape, work out cuticle); 

       - perform fancy manicure on artificial nails( nail 

extensions or gluing is carried out in advance) 

      - use decorative ornaments 

11.5. Forbidden 

  - using of stencils, transfer drawing and sketches. 

  -implementation of a picture on the nails, makings, points or 

lines for helping before the starting contest 

  - mark on the nails decorative elements before starting work 

11.6.  In assessing the jury takes into account color, picture 

composition originality, harmony, complexity of work, 

cleanliness and working technique, relevance to the theme. 

11.7.  In contest nail-design models have to defile 2 times on 

the main stage of the festival, namely the day (mini-fashion 

show after assessing the jury) and in the evening show during 

the awarding ceremony 

 

Photos of contest’s works from past Festival 

 ”The Crystal  Angel”: 

 

 
 



12. Competition clothing designers:  Art-costume in category «Fantasy»  
 

12.1. Contest’s theme  “Fairy phantasmagoria” 

12.2. Participant performs design work - Art-costume «Fantasy» 

category, which corresponds to the author's intention and the 

theme of the contest. The work should reflect certain image and 

have a name corresponding to the given theme. 

12.3. For the contest is a creative designer sketch, a photo of the 

work (front, rear), and the author's sample of the finished product 

on the model. Sketches and photos on the day of competition shall 

be one hour before the start, during registration at the stand of the 

Festival Organizing Committee 

12.4. The model should demonstrate the artistic image of the 

scene. Age models - at least 16 years. 

12.5. Basic requirements for a competitive work. This 

competition is assessed and the creative and technical aspects of 

the work, originality, harmony, image and fits the theme. 

Art costume and image as a whole should: 

- To have a harmonious color scheme, composition, design 

registration, originality and aesthetics; 

- To demonstrate the complexity and quality of work, cleanliness 

and performance technique. 

12.6. You may use: 

- All kinds of fabrics and materials, decorations and accessories; 

- Any equipment, methods and technologies of performance and 

design. 

12.7. The jury evaluates the contest works after demonstration of 

their models on the stage, and become familiar with sketches and 

photos. In assessing the jury considers the mandatory 

implementation of all for entries Championship requirements (p.3) 

and compliance with the terms of this competition (p.12), paying 

special attention to decent fulfillment of subparagraph 12.5. 

12.8. In this competition model that demonstrates the contestant 

will have to defile 2 times on the main stage of the Festival, 

namely the day (mini-fashion show after the jury evaluation) and 

in the evening entertainment program, during the awarding 

ceremony of competitors. 

 
 

Фото конкурсных работ с прошлых  

Фестивалей «Хрустальный Ангел»: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Festival organizing committee: С.А.Т. Ukraine and Kyiv Academy of Hairdressing Art 

 Web-site: http://crystal-angel.com.ua/for-foreign-participants/7-by-english.html - direct 

link to the page where you can download all the necessary information and application forms   

 E-mails: info@crystal-angel.com.ua, info@kapi.com.ua , kapm@ukr.net. 

T./f.: (+38 044) 455-56-72, 456-41-07, 427-02-92, 427-02-97 

Mob. tel: (+38) 097) 462-45-45, (+38 093) 276-55-5, (+38 099) 212-65-57. 
English translator – Olga, mob. tel: +38 093 546 72 90 

In social networks: https://www.facebook.com/groups/festival.crystal.angel/;    

https://www.facebook.com/crystalangel;  https://vk.com/thecrystalangel; https://vk.com/crystal_angel_2017.   

http://crystal-angel.com.ua/for-foreign-participants/7-by-english.html
mailto:info@crystal-angel.com.ua
mailto:info@kapi.com.ua
mailto:kapm@ukr.net
https://www.facebook.com/groups/festival.crystal.angel/
https://www.facebook.com/crystalangel
https://vk.com/thecrystalangel
https://vk.com/crystal_angel_2017

